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Abstract— In the fast life of busy schedule Motorcycle 

having old ignition system i.e. lock or key, this is not more 

secure by using key day by day increases in the quantity of 

Vehicle old lock are not more secure thief can easy break 

handle lock and connect direct supply to the bike. Lock or 

without key thief can easy thieves motorcycle. It is more 

important about motorcycle to give security because of old 

lock, Motorcycle owner want to do better secure than old 

lock system. Thus we are doing some better security by 

using the fingerprint sensor Motorcycle can Turn ON/OFF. 

Each and every person have a separate fingerprint so it is 

easy to secure the Motorcycle. By this paper we are 

presenting the how to Secure the Motorcycle and turn 

ON/OFF by using fingerprint and avoid thieve of 

motorcycle. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Motorcycle security is an important issue day by day due to 

the number of vehicle thefts. Also Motorcycle is handling its 

keys. Keys need to be carried and misplacing keys or losing 

them will cause a serious issue. Here we propose a solution 

to this problem by using a fingerprint authenticated vehicle 

starter system. The system provides a secure free way to 

start/stop vehicle engine. User just needs to scan finger to 

start the car, no need to carry any key. The system only 

allows authorized users to start the vehicle. Users can first 

register into the system by scanning fingerprints. The system 

allows multiple users to register as authorized users. When 

into monitoring mode, the system checks for users to scan. 

On scanning, the system checks if user is authorized user 

and starts vehicle for authorized users only. 

II. BIOMETRIC 

A biometric system is  a pattern recognition system that 

operates by Accept biometric data from an individual, with 

extract. A feature set from the given data, and comparing 

this feature set against the template set of the fingerprint  in 

the database. Depending on the application, a biometric 

system may operate either in verification mode or 

identification mode. 

 In the verification mode, the system validates a person 

(XYZ) identity by comparing the captured biometric 

data with her/his own biometric template(s) stored in 

the system database of biometric of fingerprint. 

A. Template Generator 

 

 
Fig. 1: Fingerprint Sensor Output 

B. Block Diagram 

 
Fig. 2: Block Diagram of Vehicle Igintion Using Fingerprint 

Sensor 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION 

Firstly finger put on the fingerprint sensor then it will enroll 

the finger and also store the finger with the help of push 

button we can store and enroll the template in the module, 

microcontroller (AT89S52) will operate on this signal which 

is given from module microcontroller will operate the 

template of each finger and recognizes the finer and it is 

display on the LCD display which is displaying the image 

enroll ,store, and display on the LCD .microcontroller will 

gives output to the relay driver which operate the relay and 

while relay has connected to the output .output of relay is 

connected to the ignition of switch wire which is connected 

to the vehicle engine . 
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IV. CIRCUIT  DIAGRAM  

 
Fig. 3: Circuit diagram of Vehicle Ignition Using 

Fingerprint Sensor 

V. DECRIPTION OF CIRCUIT  DIAGRAM 

In circuit Diagram Microcontroller (AT89S52) has 

connected with the LCD and Relay, push buttons and relay. 

From the basis of block diagram we can connect the 4 pin 

connector instead of fingerprint module and input is  given to 

the microcontroller at port 3. Input received from the Port 3 

where we connected fingerprint module microcontroller 

gives the output to Port 1.8 where Relay is connected Relay 

drives when transistor get input from the Microcontroller. 

i.e. ignition system of the Motorcycle Scan checking of the 

fingerprint Enrolled is done with the help of the fingerprint 

module and the depending on the output of the module 

microcontroller gives the output to the Relay and ignition 

system of Motorcycle . Only the fingerprint is enrolled of 

them person (XYZ) is stored his fingerprint in the 

fingerprint module. If match the ignition system will turn 

ON of the Motorcycle otherwise system will not turn ON. 

VI. RESULT  

The fingerprints of the person who has enrolled and stored 

fingerprint (XYZ) are stored in the fingerprint module. 

(XYZ) person put the finger on the Fingerprint Module 

Sensor, Firstly Sensor will Enroll the finger in the Database 

of the module and Store this Result in Module and sensor 

will Match this Result which is enrolled in this sensor with 

the help of Microcontroller (AT89S52) and when it match 

the result then microcontroller will give the instruction to 

the Relay to turn on the Motor which is Expected Result. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Fingerprint identification improve the security of 

Motorcycle and makes it possible only for the family or 

person selected to start the motorcycle. 

 The expected result by implementing this system 

on the motorcycle is for only the person who has stored and 

enrolled the fingerprint will be turn ON the motorcycle. 

Every person not will be with the key will be able to turn 

ON the Motorcycle. There will be matching of the person 

(XYZ) stored data with the Enrolled data then and then in 

the case of match the Motorcycle will turn ON otherwise it 

will turn OFF. 

 Thus this system easily available system on a 

vehicle one can give much greater security to lock and key. 
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